YEAR IN REVIEW

WHAT A YEAR
We in the public transit world are planners by nature. We understand
that predictability is one of the most essential features of bus
service. We are also passionate about encouraging people to shift
their ride and bike, walk, or take the bus. 2020 challenged both of
those principles.
As the pandemic reality set in, we found ourselves changing our service levels radically and
with little notice. By mid-April we had suspended nearly 20% of Transfort service and saw
our ridership decline by 91%. As the virus surged in the fall, the Colorado Department of
Public Health & Environment put capacity limitations on transit statewide, limiting service to
50% of seated capacity. During these changes we were forced to tell our customers to only
ride Transfort for essential trips for their safety and the safety of the community.
What you will find in this year-in-review report is very different from what we have produced
in the past. We have become accustomed to sharing the great news that we have increased
our ridership significantly, nearly every year for a decade. While the usual metrics are far
from positive, we are pleased that we were able to maintain a significant and reliable service
for the community during our darkest times.
While there is still much uncertainty, we are optimistic that we will welcome our
customers back to Transfort in 2021. We thank you for your patience and support
during a very unusual year.
Take Care,
Drew Brooks | Transfort & Parking Services Director
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For the safety of our
community, Transfort
implemented temporary
service levels and suspended
several routes to help stop
the spread of Covid-19.
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In July, we launched a survey to
help us understand how community
members were making decisions to
ride Transfort during the pandemic.
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In November, passenger capacity
limits were reduced to 50% (half)
of seated capacity per guidance from
the State of Colorado.
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KEEPING YOU SAFE
DURING THE PANDEMIC
Throughout the year, we continuously adjusted our safety
measures to align with guidance from federal, state, and
local leaders. Some of the actions we took:
`

Suspended fares.

`

All passengers and operators required to wear masks.

`

Capacity limits on number of passengers to allow for social distancing.

`

Passengers asked to only use Transfort for essential trips.

`

Regular nightly cleaning and disinfecting of buses using an electrostatic
spray method.

`

Boarding and alighting from the rear door to limit interpersonal proximity.

`

Daily symptom checks for all Transfort employees.

`

Free on-demand taxi service operated by zTrip was provided along routes
that were suspended.

One of our talented Bus Operators took time out of his
break for a quick fiddle performance at the Downtown
Transit Center to brighten spirits during the height of
the pandemic.

TIMELINE
From the beginning of the coronavirus outbreak we responded rapidly
to changes while working with local and state governments.

2020

3 /18

4/ 9

4/ 21

Transit Centers closed.
Public asked to only
use Transfort for
essential trips.

Routes 31, 32, 33, 92, HORN and GOLD suspended.
Riders on these routes are Colorado State University
or Poudre School District (PSD) students, both of
which closed to in-person learning.

Lowest
ridership
numbers
on record.

3 / 20

4/18

Fares suspended on all
Transfort buses due to lower
ridership numbers with the
Stay-at-Home-Order.

Decision to temporarily suspend routes 6, 7, 9, 10,
11, 12, 19, FLEX and Sunday and holiday service.
On-demand taxi service offered on suspended routes.

92%
RIDERSHIP
DECRE ASE

83%
RIDERSHIP
DECRE ASE

5/4

6/1

8 / 23

All passengers and bus operators
are required to wear a mask
while riding, per City order
signed May 1, 2020.

Regular FLEX service resumes
except for the first and last
Boulder Express trips.

Routes 31, 32, 33
resume service.

5/18

7/13

10 / 5

Some FLEX service resumes
with 3 trips per day, Monday
through Friday.

HORN resumes
service.

Routes 6 and 7 resume
service with reduced
schedules.

10 /19

11/ 23

Route 92 resumes service to
coincide with PSD in-person
learning. Route 92 operates one
trip per day to Poudre High School.

Route 19 resumes service with reduced
schedules. Route 92 suspended again due
to PSD returning to 100% remote learning.

10 / 26

END OF YEAR

Routes 9 and 10
resume service with
reduced schedules.

Most routes have resumed service with reduced
schedules. Current routes still suspended: 11, 12 and
GOLD. Transfort remains fare free and on-demand
taxi service is still available on suspended routes.

2021

74%
RIDERSHIP
DECRE ASE

2020 REVENUE
AND EXPENSES
1%

2%

CARES ACT
In 2020, Transfort received $8.7 million in emergency
funding from the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic
Security (CARES) Act. These funds were used to support
ongoing operations, maintenance, and payroll for Transfort
during the pandemic.

REVENUE*

15%
17%

65%

Federal Grants

$13,548,543

Partnership Contributions & Misc.

$3,527,974

City of Fort Collins

$3,029,706

Fares & Advertising

$454,839

State Grants

$200,000

$20,761,062

*Revenue does not reflect CARES Act funding

6%

7%

EXPENSES

7%

HAVE A HEART - YIELD TO THE BUS
New decals on all Transfort buses were installed to educate
drivers on the Colorado Yield to Bus law. The law requires
drivers to yield the right-of-way to a bus when the yield light
is illuminated, and the bus is merging back into traffic. The law
was created to improve the general flow of traffic and transit
reliability as well as safety for all.

11%

52%

17%

Personnel, Professional & Misc. Services

$10,219,008

Property Services

$3,248,141

Contract Payments to Govt./Other

$2,185,059

Transit Services

$1,452,819

Capital Projects

$1,436,243

Supplies

$1,115,186

$19,656,456

SHIFT YOUR RIDE MONTH
Transfort participated in the City’s first annual Shift Your Ride
Month in September. Shift Your Ride encouraged residents
to shift one car trip per week to a sustainable mode of
transportation. While we asked residents to only ride Transfort
for essential trips because of the pandemic, other sustainable
transportation options such as walking, biking, scooting, and
teleworking were promoted throughout the month.
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PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE
Transfort was awarded two competitive grants and
additional funding in 2020 for future planning projects:
WEST ELIZABETH DESIGN

FLEET ELECTRIFICATION

Transfort received a grant from the Multimodal Options Fund (MMOF) to fund the
preliminary design (30%) of the West Elizabeth Enhanced Travel Corridor. West
Elizabeth is a two-mile transportation corridor for a growing business district and
multi-family housing, as well as a critical link for students accessing Colorado State
University’s main and Foothills campuses. The grant will be used to determine
future transit operations and service along the corridor, including Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT).

FLEET ELECTRIFICATION
With a grant from the Congestion Mitigation & Air Quality Improvement program
(CMAQ) and funds from the Volkswagen (VW) Settlement, Transfort ordered
two electric buses and associated charging infrastructure in 2020 with expected
delivery in the fourth quarter of 2021. The buses will be the first battery electric
buses in the fleet and will be in service by the end of 2021 or early 2022.
This purchase aligns with our strategic objectives and paves the way for future
electrification of the fleet.

NORTH COLLEGE BUS RAPID TRANSIT (BRT) STUDY

NORTH COLLEGE BRT STUDY

The FTA awarded us funding for Transit Oriented Development (TOD) planning.
This will fund a study to identify options for expansion of Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
service on North College. The study will look at how transit-oriented development
could improve transit access, encourage ridership, and spur economic and mixeduse development.
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Transfort Administration | 250 N. Mason Street | Fort Collins, CO 80524
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